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Licensing Technology Developed with Public Funds:
Should Patent Assertion Entities Receive Exclusive
Licenses to Federally Owned Patents?
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Seth Waxman served as Solicitor General of the United States from 1997 through January 2001. In
addition to leading WilmerHale’s appellate practice, Mr. Waxman engages in a broad litigation and
counseling practice, with particular emphasis on complex challenges involving governments or public
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When it passed the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980,1 Congress aimed to “promote the utilization of inventions
arising from federally supported research or development.”2 The act’s better-known provisions permit
universities, small businesses, and nonprofit institutions that use federal funds for research to retain
title to patents on inventions discovered through that research.3 But for patents that the United States
owns, the act also explicitly authorizes federal agencies to issue nonexclusive, exclusive, and partially
exclusive licenses if certain conditions are met.
The patent and patent litigation landscape has changed significantly since 1980. One transformative
change is the rise of for-profit patent assertion entities. In the years since Congress enacted Bayh-Dole,
federal agencies including the Army, Navy, Air Force, National Security Agency, and NASA have granted
exclusive license rights covering hundreds of patents to such patent assertion entities, including the
largest patent license ever issued by the Department of Defense. Once granted these licenses, patent
assertion entities can use them to demand payment from U.S. companies in exchange for a sublicense,
usually based on activities in which the companies are already engaged, because under U.S. law, an
entity with an exclusive license to a patent has standing to file a patent infringement action based on
that patent. If the companies do not agree to pay for a license, the patent assertion entity may sue for
patent infringement of the government-owned patent. In one such case, for example, a patent owned by
the U.S. government was used by a patent assertion entity to sue almost 90 U.S. companies over the
course of five years. The patent assertion entity alleged that the companies’ use of the Internet infringed
Navy-owned patents.4 Further, because the court found that the Bayh-Dole Act does not allow it, the
defendants in those cases could not challenge the government’s decision to issue the nonexclusive
license under Bayh-Dole or seek to have it rescinded. Most therefore appear to have paid settlements to
the patent assertion entity to end the litigation.
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The utilization of Bayh-Dole to license government-owned patents to patent assertion entities raises
interesting policy considerations. This article seeks to provide a brief introduction and overview of these
issues, using some illustrative patent licenses granted by federal agencies to patent assertion entities.
History and Purpose of the Bayh-Dole Act
Following World War II, the United States made significant expenditures on science and technology,
both through supporting basic scientific research conducted at universities and elsewhere and by pursuing science and technology missions within federal agencies.5 Despite these federal expenditures, many
officials believed that federal laboratories “harbored information that was not being disseminated to
those who could make use of it.”6 Prior to enactment of the Bayh-Dole Act, very few patents arising
from government-funded research were resulting in the development of new commercial products.
Indeed, only 5 percent of the 28,000 patents held by federal agencies in 1980 had been licensed to private companies.7
The Bayh-Dole Act, codified at 35 U.S.C. §§ 200–212, sought to provide a greater incentive to businesses to commercialize this technology.8 Congress recognized that granting exclusive rights would
occasionally be necessary to encourage the investment required to bring an invention to practical application. It therefore authorized each federal agency to “grant nonexclusive, exclusive, or partially exclusive licenses” to federally owned inventions “on such terms and conditions . . . as determined
appropriate in the public interest.”9 In the first decade following the enactment of Bayh-Dole, the government granted 981 nonexclusive licenses and 455 exclusive licenses, receiving $37.5 million in licensing income.10
But Congress also sought to articulate the circumstances under which exclusive licenses could be
granted in the act. Section 209 specifies the conditions under which an agency may grant an exclusive
or partially exclusive license.11 Such licenses may be issued “only if . . . granting the license is a reasonable and necessary incentive to . . . call forth the investment capital and expenditures needed to bring
the invention to practical application; or . . . otherwise promote the invention’s utilization by the public.”12 The proposed scope of exclusivity may not be “greater than reasonably necessary to provide the
incentive for bringing the invention to practical application.”13 The federal agency must find that “the
public will be served by the granting of the license,” and the applicant must “make[] a commitment to
achieve practical application of the invention within a reasonable time.” 14 Additionally, an applicant
must submit a commercial development plan detailing how the invention will be brought to practical
application, and if the license is granted, provide periodic reports describing utilization efforts and
results.15
The Rise of Patent Assertion Entities
As noted above, one of the most significant developments in patent law since 1980 is the rise of forprofit patent aggregation and assertion entities. Relevant to Bayh-Dole—which requires applicants for
licenses to government-owned patents to make a “commitment to achieve practical application of the
invention”—patent assertion entities typically do not themselves develop, sell, or market products or
services that incorporate the patented inventions they accumulate, nor do they assist others with developing new commercial products or services utilizing the inventions. Instead, the business model for
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most patent assertion entities is to request that operating companies make license payments for continuing to utilize technologies they have already implemented in their businesses. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC), for example, labels this activity—asserting or threatening to assert a patent seeking
money damages for activities in which a company has already engaged and/or an injunction to stop the
company’s existing business—as “ex post licensing.”16 Ex post licensing is, in other words, asserting that
a patent license was needed for activities that have happened in the past, rather than offering to license
patented technology to enable a company to offer a new product or business line in the future.
Patent assertion entities state that such ex post licensing helps small inventors receive compensation for
their inventions. Patent assertion entities have also stated that they exist to “create a capital market for
inventions akin to the venture capital market that supports start-ups and the private equity market that
revitalizes inefficient companies.”17 Even assuming that patent assertion entities’ claims are correct,
some would argue that these asserted benefits do not apply to inventions funded by the U.S. government, where the inventors have already been compensated with public funds for their work.
Critics of patent aggregation and assertion entities say that patent assertion entities leverage their large
patent portfolios to extract payments from practicing entities with patents of questionable quality.
Patent assertion entities, in the critics’ view, burden productive companies and do not promote the
development or utilization of new technology. Further, large operating companies can sometimes utilize
patent assertion entities to help stamp out competition, by selling their patents to an assertion entity
that will target small industry players that cannot afford the high costs of patent infringement litigation.
Citing some of these concerns, the FTC, for example, has concluded that patent assertion entities’ ex
post licensing “provides no direct benefit to consumers” and only “increase[s] the manufacturer’s costs
and risk, deterring innovation.”18
Patent assertion entities now account for most patent litigation in the United States. The number of
infringement suits filed by patent assertion entities has nearly quadrupled in the last five years, increasing from 760 in 2010 to 2,791 in 2014.19 By contrast, the number of suits brought by all other entities
stayed relatively constant during this period, hovering at roughly 1,700 cases. 20 Patent assertion entities
are now responsible for 63 percent of all new patent cases.21
Utilization of the Bayh-Dole Act by Patent Assertion Entities
For at least the past decade, it appears that many federal agencies have treated patent assertion entities
as potential licensees under the Bayh-Dole Act, and that several federal agencies have granted patent
assertion entities partially exclusive rights to federally owned patents.22 While we have not endeavored
to conduct a comprehensive study of such licenses, a limited review of Federal Register notices issued
by just four agencies revealed numerous examples, as shown in the table below.
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Licensor

PAE Licensee

Date

No. of Patents

National Security Agency

Intellectual Ventures

May 200623

4

Department of the Navy

NanoComm Systems LLC

March 200624

8

Bixenta Ventures LLC

June 200625

48

Elemental Wireless, LLC

February 200826

67

Vytral Systems Co. Ltd

August 200827

46

ICAP Patent Brokerage28

May 201329

7

ICAP Patent Brokerage

December 201330

9

Department of the Air Force

Aman Data, LLC

April 200931

4

NASA

ICAP Patent Brokerage

April 201532

36

ICAP Patent Brokerage

November 201533

2

We obtained some of the license agreements between government agencies and patent assertion entities
through FOIA requests. They illustrate the forms that license agreements between federal agencies and
patent assertion entities take. All of the agreements we reviewed nominally grant only “partial” exclusivity, but define that “partial” exclusivity to cover “all fields of use until each licensed patent expires.” 34
However, it appears that royalty and license fee arrangements vary greatly. One Air Force agreement
covering four Air Force–owned patents, for example, provided for an up-front payment of $140,000 to
the Air Force, with 15 percent profit participation.35 In effect, this means that the Air Force stands to
profit, potentially by millions of dollars, from any ex post licensing in which the patent assertion entity
engages. On the other end of the spectrum, the license fee in the Navy’s agreement with Elemental
Wireless was a single payment of $2.31 million.36
These agreements do not explain in detail how patent assertion entities planned to meet their “commitment to achieve practical application of the invention,” which is defined in one of the agreements as “to
manufacture in the case of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a process or method, or to
operate in the case of a machine or system.”37 This information would presumably be contained in the
commercial development plan portion of the application for a license, but these plans are exempt from
disclosure under FOIA, and have remained redacted.38
The agreements do, however, define the term “commercial development plan” in a way that provides a
snapshot of how patent assertion entities may plan to utilize federally owned patents. The definition in
one agreement we reviewed indicates that the applicant’s commercial development plan may contemplate (1) bundling federally licensed patents with other patents owned by the patent assertion entities
that cover similar technology, and (2) sublicensing the bundled patents to practicing entities.39 According to this plan, federally owned patents would be licensed to practicing entities along with other
patents covering similar technology.
Interestingly, the government’s share of the profits from such patent assertion activity is determined in
part by whether, and in what detail, federally owned patents are discussed during sublicensing negotiations (i.e., prelitigation or litigation-driven settlement discussions). 40 Patents “discussed in detail” during licensing negotiation command the highest royalties, followed by patents “specifically mentioned.”
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Lower royalties are owed to the government for patents that are merely “in the same patent class code
as one or more” patents that are specifically mentioned or discussed in detail. The lowest royalties are
associated with patents that do not fit into any of the above categories. This arrangement may be beneficial in that it could incentivize the patent assertion entity not to threaten to assert government-owned
patents during licensing discussions with its targets, because doing so may increase the patent assertion
entity’s payment obligation to the government. But this arrangement may also raise a host of transparency issues, by incentivizing the patent assertion entity not to disclose certain patents that are within
its litigation portfolio. Further, it is unclear how the government, which will not be a party to the licensing discussions, could ever effectively monitor whether it is receiving the full payment to which it is
entitled.
In at least one instance, a patent assertion entity has sued practicing entities based on patents the assertion entity obtained from a federal agency.41 In the early 1990s, a scientist at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) developed advances in public key encryption technology. These innovations were
ultimately claimed in U.S. Patent No. 5,511,122 (’122 patent). In 2004, NRL allowed the patent to lapse
by failing to pay the 7.5-year maintenance fee, due to a perceived absence of any “identified commercial
interest,” thereby effectively dedicating that government-developed technology to the public. 42 Two
weeks after the lapse, however, Network Signatures, Inc., a patent assertion entity, contacted NRL and
requested an exclusive license to the ’122 patent. NRL immediately petitioned the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) to accept delayed payment and revive the patent. The USPTO granted the
petition, and NRL issued the license to Network Signatures.
Having acquired an exclusive license, Network Signatures brought a total of 89 lawsuits between 2006
and 2011 alleging infringement of the ’122 patent against a diverse set of defendants, including WalMart, Harley Davidson, and Goldman Sachs.43 Nearly all of the cases were dismissed following settlement or voluntary dismissal.44
Policy Considerations
When Congress passed the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980, it could not have envisioned the rise of patent assertion entities. It discussed granting exclusive licenses in the context of licensing to practicing entities that
would invest capital into directly bringing the patented invention to practical application, and to profit
from the sale of commercial products or services incorporating the patented technology. Exclusively
licensing to patent assertion entities, which seek to profit through ex post licensing and patent assertion
activities, raises a host of new practical and policy questions.
For instance, some might argue that these agreements do not meet the conditions the Bayh-Dole Act
places on federal agencies granting partially exclusive or exclusive licenses. To issue these licenses, a
federal agency must find that “the public will be served by the granting of the license, as indicated by the
applicant’s intentions, plans, and ability to bring the invention to practical application or otherwise promote the invention’s utilization by the public.”45 Where the patent assertion entity’s business model is
to engage in ex post licensing, however, the FTC has concluded that the patent assertion entity’s plans
inhibit, rather than promote, innovation. Further, by definition, ex post licensing does not increase utilization of patented innovations by the public. Some may likewise argue that patent assertion entities
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are not “mak[ing] a commitment to achieve practical application of the invention within a reasonable
time”46 as required by Bayh-Dole. Patent assertion entities generally will not practice these patents
themselves nor assist others with bringing new technologies to market.
Raising these challenges, however, is difficult under current law. During the Network Signatures litigation, for example, one defendant, Citibank, asserted a counterclaim seeking to void Network Signatures’
exclusive license from the Navy because the exclusivity granted “was not reasonable or necessary to
bring the claimed invention of the Patent . . . to practical application or promote its use by the public.”47
The court dismissed the counterclaim, finding that “[t]he Bayh-Dole Act does not provide for a private
cause of action to enforce its provisions.”48 Other courts have denied similar motions based on the
movant’s failure to exhaust its administrative remedies because the movant did not submit a comment
after the agency announced its intention to grant a license in the Federal Register. 49
In light of the significant changes that the rise of patent assertion entities has brought about in the way
that patents are licensed and litigated, policymakers should take another look at the relationship
between such entities and the Bayh-Dole Act. If patent assertion entities’ use of U.S.-owned patents
arising from government-funded research to engage in for-profit ex post licensing is determined to be
inconsistent with the purpose of the Bayh-Dole Act, then policymakers in Congress could pursue any of
three paths to address this activity through legislation. Specifically, Congress could (1) expressly prevent
government agencies from issuing exclusive patent rights to patent assertion entities, (2) expressly
authorize operating companies that are sued by patent assertion entities based on a government-owned
patent to challenge the validity of the license, or (3) do both.
Preventing the issuance of exclusive patent rights to patent assertion entities in the first instance may be
easier said than done. As elucidated above, some would argue that the current language of the BayhDole Act already clearly prohibits federal agencies from issuing patent licenses to entities that plan to
utilize the patents to profit solely from ex post licensing. Nevertheless, based on our limited research, it
appears that agencies are frequently granting licenses to such patent assertion entities. To address this,
Congress could revise the statute to more expressly prohibit the issuance of patent licenses to assertion
entities. Alternatively, Congress could impose heightened requirements for showing that the license will
lead to public utilization of the invention if the applicant does not intend to practice the invention itself.
Or, Congress could require that Bayh-Dole licensees commit to making expenditures on product development and marketing sufficient to ensure that government-owned patents will not be used exclusively
for ex post licensing.
But any of these approaches carries with it risk that the amendment to the statute would be more harmful than helpful. Accurately defining what it means to be a “patent assertion entity” (particularly before
the entity has begun filing patent infringement actions) has proven very difficult, and amending the
statute to expressly prohibit license grants to “patent assertion entities” might risk inadvertently making
entities that Bayh-Dole was intended to assist (such as certain small businesses or university-related
entities) ineligible for patent licenses. In this regard, many patent assertion entities claim to be developing products, and it would be challenging for agency employees to determine before litigation begins
whether the prospective licensee’s product development plans are substantive.50 Similarly, the blanket
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imposition of heightened requirements for obtaining licenses to government-owned patents could have
unintended consequences, including imposing undue burdens on startups and other small entities,
which may lack the resources to meet the heightened requirements despite having an actual intention to
bring nascent technology to market.
On the other hand, changing the law so that patent infringement defendants are entitled to challenge
the propriety of a license to a government-owned patent issued under authority of the Bayh-Dole Act
would be fairly straightforward. Section 209 could be amended to clarify that a defendant sued by a
licensee for infringing a government-owned patent can challenge whether the license was duly issued
under the Bayh-Dole Act. If a court determines that the license was not properly issued under the BayhDole Act, and is therefore void, then the patent assertion entity would lack standing to proceed with the
patent infringement action.
Finally, whether or not a patent infringement defendant is entitled to challenge an issued license under
the Bayh-Dole Act, it may be advisable to mandate greater transparency into the commercial development plan and terms of proposed license agreements, in order to give interested parties a realistic
opportunity to comment on agencies’ intended licensing activities. Under current law, the Federal Register notice often only states an intention to grant an entity an exclusive license to a list of patents, without any description of whether the entity will seek to commercialize the patents itself or seek to
sublicense to third parties.51 Proposed license agreements themselves are not provided with the notice,
and commercial development plans detailing efforts to bring the invention to practical application are
shielded from disclosure under FOIA. Making these documents available, or announcing whether the
applicant intended to practice the invention itself, at the time of the Federal Register notice would allow
for more substantive comments from the public.
Conclusion
Congress intended the Bayh-Dole Act to “promote the utilization of inventions arising from federally
supported research or development.” Given changes in the patent landscape since 1980, including the
rise of patent assertion entities, policymakers may wish to reassess whether the act is being utilized in
the way it was intended to be. If they determine it is not, they have multiple options for addressing the
issue.
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